
lf you're doing a practical about waves then it's likely you'll be after one thing - the wave speed.

Make sure you're familiar with the equation v : f^before diving into the experiments below.

A student wants to measure the speed of water waves in a ripple tank.

She sets up the apparatus below.

She sets a frequency on the signal generator so that the dipper vibrates and creates a clear wave

pattern in the water. Using the lamp, she illuminates the water waves so that their shadows can be

seen on the screen below.

a) Which one of the following is equal to the frequency of the signal generator?

The number of waves passing a certain point in the tank each second.

The number of times the dipper dips in and out of the water over 10 seconds.

The distance between each shadow multiplied by the number of shadows.

The number of waves in the tank divided by the time it
takes the dipper to dip in and out of the water once.

The student struggles to see the shadows on the screen clearly.

Suggest one way she could make them easier to observe'
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c) The student makes the shadows easier to observe and counts 11 shadows in total. Outline how

she should calculate the average wavelength of the water waves using these shadows and the ruler.

i;
d) The frequency of the signai generator is 3*Hz and the student measures an average wavelength

of 7 cm. Calculate the speed of the water waves in the ripple tank. , ^

e) The student only filled the ripple tank halfway to the top with water. By considering potential
hazards, suggest why you shouldn't filI the ripple tank to the top with water in this experiment.

Vinay wants to measure the speed of a wave on a string.
He sets up the apparatus below.
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vibrational
transducer pulley

Vinay turns on the signal generator and adjusts its frequency until there are clear waves on the string.

a) The frequency needed to see clear waves on the string depends on two variables.
' State one ofthese variables.
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b) Which one of the following shouldVinay use to measrre the length of the waves on the string?
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metre ruler

the signal generatdr

a piece of string of similar length

micrometer

The waves on the string are shown below.
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56 cm

c) Calculate the wavelength of the waves on the string. Give your answer in metres.

:
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d) Vinay changes the string and does the experiment again.

He records some values in the table below.
Calculate the missing values in the table.

frequency in Hz wavelength in m speed in m/s

4.0 0.13

8.0 0.s2

e) Why is Vinay's set-up suitable for measuring the speed of a wave on a string?
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Ripple tanks - the Navy's next big weapon,,,
Both of lhese experiments have something in common - you sel a frequencyt measure a wavelenglh

and lhen calculate wave speed. For bolh experiments, make sure your wavelenqth is in melres

(not centimetres) when calculaling wave speed or you'll be waving goodbye to some easy marks.
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I a) The number of waves passing a cerain point in the tank

eachsecotd [7 markJ.
b) E.g. dim any other lights in the room / adjust the position

of the lamp [1 mark]
c) Measwe the distance from the lst shadow to the 1lth

shadow 11/ mark] anddivide that distance by l0 [1 marQ.
d) 7 cm: 0.07 m

y:f^:3 x 0.07:0.21 mls.
[2 marks for correct answer, otherwise 1 mark^for using
the correct equatian.l

e) E.g. because water is then more likely to spill onto
electronics / markl,which could cause an electric shock /
damage to apparatus [1 mark].

2 a) the length of the string between the pulley and the

vibrational transducer / the mass attached to the string
(tension in the string) [1 mark]

b) metre ruler [1 markJ
c) 56 cm:6 half-wavelengths

Mean half-wavelength -- 56 + 6: 9.33... cm
Full wavelength: 9.33... x 2 : 18.66... cm
18.66... cm:0.1866... m: 0.19 m (to 2 s.f.)

[3 marks for correct snswer, otherwise 1 mark for the

correet cotwersion anil 7 markfor using the correct
nethod-l

d) The wave speed for 4.0 Hz: v : f), : 4.0 x 0. 13 -- 0.52 m/s. 
]

Wavelength for 8.0 Hz: 
^: 

v + f:0.52 -r 8.0 : 0.065 m.

[2 marlrs for both correct values to 2 significant ftgures,
othemtise 7 markfor using correct equatiott J

e) E.g. because it creates a clear wave pattern, so its
wavelength can be easily measwed [1 markJ.
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